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Digging for new data
Reinsurance buyers and ILS managers should be
working together to get more detailed exposure
information, Leadenhall Capital Partners argues
Investors have many more
questions about their ILS
exposures following the 20172019 catastrophes and, to provide
answers, managers are going back
to the drawing board.
Leadenhall Capital Partners is
working with their counterparties
to radically improve the
information they provide the
manager, stress testing that data so
it in turn can be passed on to the
investor.
“It’s about bringing trust back
into the industry. Models can only
summarise the world. If you put
inaccurate or limited information
in, you won’t get an accurate view,”
says CUO at Leadenhall Jillian
Williams.
The picture on exposure data is
complex and ever-changing, she
adds.
In Florida, for example, “social
inflation” costs linked to increased
litigation and plaintiff-friendly
legal decisions are playing an
increased role in settling insurance
claims.
In Japan, the 2018-2019
typhoons brought to light that
large swathes of industry data were
out of date, as models had been
calibrating exposure information
that dated from typhoons in
the 1990s and early 2000s with
only simple inflation-adjusting
techniques.
Leadenhall is also measuring the
impact climate change is likely to
have on exposures in the future.
Take for example the increasing
popularity of solar roofs, which will
undoubtedly help mitigate climate
change but may not necessarily be
hail proof, Williams points out.
In some instances, Leadenhall
is working with sponsors on their
policy coverage or the structure
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of deductibles to in essence make
them more insurable.
“ILS was traditionally considered
to take only a model approach,
only taking a few numbers to
underwrite with. What we are
trying to achieve is making sure
we understand the product at
the very base level and moving
it up to provide information to
investors that helps them in their
understanding.”
The trust has to go both ways
– reinsurance buyers have to
understand that investors are not
here for the short term.
Consistency is a constant theme
at the manager, which endeavours
to provide consistent coverage
for the sponsor and consistent
information for the investor so
“there are no shocks.”
“Sometimes it is a challenge,”

“It’s about bringing
trust back into the
industry. Models
can only summarise
the world”
Jillian Williams

“We’re a big advocate of
diversification. Maybe for the
high-attaching levels [cedants]
don’t need a rated vehicle so
collateralised cover may fit better.
But for some of the bottom
reinsurance layers that is not
the case because of the cashflow
requirements [from more regular
claims],” says Williams.
Certain lines of specialty
insurance business also mean risktakers could be exposed to losses
that are not immediately evident
in the way property catastrophe
events are, and these “longertailed” risks suit rated paper, she
added.
“Reinsurance is about
understanding the particulars…
we have the ability to work with
our clients and provide what they
need transformed. They can have a
mix of business with us,” Williams
continues.
“This helps us be consistent.”
Leadenhall Capital Partners
CUO Jillian Williams

Williams says, adding that
communication with all involved
parties is key.

Offering choice
ILS structures are also changing
in the post-Hurricane-Irma phase,
with more managers considering
setting up rated reinsurance
platforms.
Williams notes that having
access to rated paper allows ILS
managers to write across a broader
range of risk levels.
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Timing the entry
After the loss years of 2017-2018,
rising rates are now drawing a
number of investors to enter the
ILS space for the first time.
But investors in the ILS market
should not be chasing a one-year
return, says Williams.
“[ILS risk offers] an ebb-andflow return. It’s always a good time
to enter if you want this as part of
your long-term strategy.”
Rate rises of 15-20 percent are
expected on Japanese contracts
this year, depending on losses and
structure and where sponsors want
to buy, according to Leadenhall.
With regards to retro prices at 1
January, some loss-affected layers
had increases of 20 percent, and
average uplift of 7.5 percent on
loss-free top occurrence layers.
Expectations for Florida business,
especially for sponsors which have
had more creep in 2019, is that
there will also be significant price
increases.
In 2020 and beyond, Florida
insurers could struggle with the
health of their surplus, and once
again the space could see M&A,
says Williams.
The Florida insurers could
potentially be “squeezed” by
constraints on rate increases on
their upfront policies, as well as
the increasing cost of reinsurance.
There is therefore potential to
work with cedants on the bestvalue coverages and structures
that would suit their risk and
reinsurance cost, Williams adds.
Some potential solutions may be
alternative covers, like parametric
structures, for example using
windspeed triggers, or industry
loss structures. These could
compliment a carrier’s tailored
indemnity cover.
Retrocession rates are also
rising, although the relationship
between the cost of hedging and
reinsurance rates is not always
predictable as one might think,
with underlying reinsurance
rates slower to react to rising
retrocession costs.
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“Some retro may not have been
bought because of the increased
cost,” notes Williams.

Life ILS deals move closer to
the money
Leadenhall also provides investors
with an array of life strategies
to invest in, and it currently is
managing a very active pipeline
with strong interest from asset
managers and pension funds from
different continents.
As of year end 2019, the firm’s life
and alternative credit asset base
had reached $2.8bn.

“This is a sector
where innovation is
still quite possible
and idea generation
with a counterparty
is often key to get a
transaction done”
Craig Gillespie
One emerging trend in life ILS is
expansion of the opportunity set to
include deals that are structured
to transfer more risk, and which
consequently offer higher yields,
says the firm’s head of life and
alternative credit portfolio
management Craig Gillespie.
Transactions are currently
yielding anything from low single
digits to the mid-teens.
The portfolio covers a variety
of types of deal from traditional
catastrophic mortality risks,
medical loss ratio covers
and private embedded value
transactions.
“This is a sector where innovation
is still quite possible and idea
generation with a counterparty is
often key to get a transaction
done, and so we often
introduce new
type of deals
into the
portfolio.”

On the question of whether ILS
investors will eventually back
longevity deals, Gillespie says the
recent completion of transactions
with embedded longevity risk
show that “something is being
done” within the longevity ILS
space.
“For the straightforward
longevity swaps though, we believe
that it is more of a challenge until
ILS funds can find a matching
appetite among its investor base,”
he adds.
There are structural features
which could make longevity more
tradable which involve making
some assumptions about the tail of
a portfolio in a shorter timeframe
but this would involve basis
risk for the protection buyer, he
explains.
In general though, Leadenhall’s
investor base is traditionally
already long on longevity risk,
and so their lack of interest in this
area is not necessarily only down
to structural issues of individual
trades, he points out.
Craig Gillespie, head of life
and alternative credit portfolio
management at Leadenhall
Capital Partners
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